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The recent 2012 update of the Heart Disease and Stroke Statistics from the American Heart Association (AHA) emphasizes the continuing burden of cardiovascular disease (CVD) in the United States, with a prevalence of CVD nearing 40% in those approaching 60 years of age and exceeding 70% in older ages.1 Direct and indirect costs of CVD in the United States exceeded $300 billion in 2008, and the projected total costs of CVD in 2015 and 2030 are more than $500 billion and nearly $1200 billion, respectively.2 Recently, the AHA developed year 2020 impact goals to achieve ideal cardiovascular health, which is influenced greatly by key health behaviors of being physically active, maintaining appropriate dietary habits, and not smoking.3 The obesity epidemic in the United States and worldwide from a medical and economic perspective.

Increasing attention is being given to the importance of PA and physical fitness (PF), both muscular fitness and especially CRF, for decreasing chronic diseases, promoting overall cardiovascular and general health, improving quality of life, and delaying CVD and mortality in the US population.4,5 Clearly, PF and CRF in particular are an underpinning for academic achievement, job productivity, and overall maintenance of cardiovascular and general health, among other things.6,7

Given the staggering physical burden of CVD, considerable attention has been directed at the major risk factors for CVD, particularly coronary heart disease (CHD), including inadequate PA, obesity, hypertension, dyslipidemia, and smoking, as well as type 2 diabetes mellitus.8 Although substantial efforts have been directed at eliminating or reducing these CVD risk factors, the importance of CRF has often been neglected in the equation of major CHD and CVD risk, despite the fact that it appears to be one of the most important correlates of overall health status and a potent predictor of an individual’s future risk of CVD.9,7 Besides being perhaps the strongest predictor for CVD and total mortality,4,6–9 CRF is also strongly associated with other important health and functional outcomes, including depression and dementia, and their related mortality risks,10–13 as well as mortality rates attributable to various cancers, especially of the breast and colon/digestive tract.14,15

Although CRF is recognized as an important marker of both functional ability and cardiovascular health, it is currently the only major risk factor that is not routinely and regularly assessed in either the general or specialized clinical...
setting. Health behaviors and risk factors believed to be most important have been documented and tracked through federally funded programs (eg, the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey [NHANES]); however, the acquisition of data regarding CRF has been relatively weak and extremely limited. Given the importance of CRF, a compelling need exists to better define both normative and criterion-based CRF standards.

Currently, there is no formal multicenter CRF database that provides a sufficiently representative sample of the US population that can be used to accurately interpret CRF measures. The largest and most commonly used reference set for CRF classification is from the Cooper Institute (Dallas, TX), which began in approximately 1970 and includes data relating to \( \approx 45\,000 \) men and \( 15\,000 \) women.16 From these data, CRF appears to be one of the strongest risk factors for CVD and all-cause mortality, and high levels of CRF largely negate the adverse effects of traditional CHD risk factors, even in patients with multiple CHD risk factors (ie, overweightness/obesity, metabolic syndrome/type 2 diabetes mellitus, and hypertension).17–23 In most circumstances, patients with these major CHD risk factors and high CRF have lower mortality than patients without these CHD risk factors but with low CRF. In addition, an individual’s decline in CRF level predicted the development of hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, and metabolic syndrome,24 as well as all-cause and CVD mortality, in the Aerobics Center Longitudinal Study cohort.25 Although this data set has contributed a wealth of research findings relating to CRF, there are a number of factors that limit its broader use. These limitations include the relatively small sample size; the homogeneity of the patient population studied, with patients being predominately non-Hispanic whites, well-educated, and middle- to upper-class; and the use of predicted metabolic equivalents (METs) from treadmill measures. The largest and most commonly used reference set for CRF classification is from the Cooper Institute (Dallas, TX), which began in approximately 1970 and includes data for CRF classification is from the Cooper Institute (Dallas, TX), which began in approximately 1970 and includes data relating to \( \approx 45\,000 \) men and \( 15\,000 \) women.16 From these data, CRF appears to be one of the strongest risk factors for CVD and all-cause mortality, and high levels of CRF largely negate the adverse effects of traditional CHD risk factors, even in patients with multiple CHD risk factors (ie, overweightness/obesity, metabolic syndrome/type 2 diabetes mellitus, and hypertension).17–23 In most circumstances, patients with these major CHD risk factors and high CRF have lower mortality than patients without these CHD risk factors but with low CRF. In addition, an individual’s decline in CRF level predicted the development of hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, and metabolic syndrome,24 as well as all-cause and CVD mortality, in the Aerobics Center Longitudinal Study cohort.25 Although this data set has contributed a wealth of research findings demonstrating the importance of CRF, there are a number of factors that limit its broader use. These limitations include the relatively small sample size; the homogeneity of the patient population studied, with patients being predominately non-Hispanic whites, well-educated, and middle- to upper-class; and the use of predicted metabolic equivalents (METs) from treadmill time, speed, and grade as opposed to direct measurement through ventilatory expired gases. Additionally, the current Cooper Institute data, as published in the American College of Sports Medicine guidelines,19 do not provide information regarding differences related to body composition or other commonly available clinical measures. Thus, there is a compelling need for a national CRF database with an increased sample size; more diverse characteristics, including populations from various regions, ethnicities, racial backgrounds, socioeconomic classes, educational backgrounds, and cultural diversity; and a more robust group of ancillary exercise test variables.

The purpose of the present policy statement is to outline the importance of broadening the assessment of CRF and to provide the rationale for the development of a national adult CRF registry that would be representative of the entire US population. Additionally, this statement will outline how a national CRF database could enhance the value of CRF assessment in the US population and across environments, including the clinical setting and the workplace, as well as in the general public, to better inform our national policy efforts on PA, fitness, and health.

Importance of CRF

Over the past 2 decades, a considerable amount of data has been published demonstrating the importance of CRF in predicting risk for adverse health outcomes.4,26,27 In some of these studies, CRF was a stronger predictor of adverse outcomes than traditional risk factors such as hypertension, smoking, obesity, hyperlipidemia, and type 2 diabetes mellitus. In addition, CRF has been shown to be a more powerful predictor of risk than other exercise test variables, including ST-segment depression, symptoms, and hemodynamic responses,29–32 a fact not broadly appreciated by the clinical medical community.30,34 Moreover, the lower levels of CRF in these studies did not appear to be associated with subclinical disease. A number of recent studies have expressed CRF in the context of survival benefit per MET; each 1-MET increase (a relatively small increment achievable by most individuals) is associated with large (10%–25%) improvements in survival. Despite these observations, the importance of CRF in the risk paradigm has historically received inadequate attention in cardiovascular medicine because of the tendency to focus on the ST segment and the potential need for revascularization.35,36

Blair et al37 performed a seminal study with the Aerobics Center Longitudinal Study cohort in which CRF was assessed by treadmill performance in >13,000 asymptomatic subjects who were followed up for 110,482 person-years (an average of >8 years per subject) for all-cause mortality. Age-adjusted mortality rates were lowest (18.6 per 10,000 person-years) among the most fit men and highest (64.0 per 10,000 person-years) among the least fit men, with the corresponding rates among women being 8.5 and 39.5 per 10,000 person-years, respectively. These findings closely parallel an earlier report among asymptomatic men from the Lipid Research Clinics Mortality Follow-Up,36 in which each 2–standard deviation decrement in CRF was associated with a 2- to 5-fold higher rate of CVD or all-cause death. More recent studies, including one from the Lipid Research Clinics, have substantiated these findings in women with no evidence of CVD at the time of evaluation.8,31 Gulati et al8 suggested that the strength of CRF in predicting risk of mortality was even greater among women than men, reporting a 17% reduction in risk for every 1-MET increase in fitness. In the Lipid Research Clinics trial,36 3000 asymptomatic women underwent exercise testing and were followed up for up to 20 years.31 A 20% reduction in mortality attributable to cardiovascular causes was observed for every 1-MET increase in exercise capacity. This study also pointed out the relative weakness of ischemic electrocardiography responses in predicting CVD and all-cause mortality among women, similar to what had been reported among men.9,37

Over the past decade, this issue has also been addressed in numerous clinical populations, most often in patients referred for exercise testing for clinical reasons.4,9,30,32 In a study performed among US veterans, 6213 men underwent maximal exercise testing for clinical reasons and were followed up for a mean of 6.2 years.9 The subjects were classified into 5 categories by gradients of CRF. Among both normal subjects and those with CVD, the least fit individuals had >4 times the risk of all-cause mortality compared with those with the highest level of CRF. Importantly, an individual’s CRF level was a stronger predictor of mortality than the more traditional risk factors, including smoking, hypertension, high cholesterol, and type 2 diabetes mellitus. These observations were more recently confirmed in a cohort of >15,000 veterans stratified by race.32 Other populations of clinically referred subjects,
including those from the Cleveland Clinic, Mayo Clinic, and Toronto Rehabilitation Institute, have documented the importance of CRF as a predictor of mortality, demonstrating survival benefits in the range of 15% to 35% per MET achieved. The strength of the association between CRF and both CVD and all-cause mortality was recently underscored in an eloquent meta-analysis by Kodama et al. Data were extracted from 33 studies and nearly 103,000 participants. Compared with subjects in the high CRF tertile, those with low fitness had a 70% higher risk for all-cause mortality and a 56% higher risk for CVD mortality. Across all studies, 13% and 15% reductions in CVD and all-cause mortality, respectively, were observed per MET achieved.

An important and consistent finding in these studies is the fact that the greatest health outcome benefits are observed between the least fit and the next least fit group; lesser improvements in health outcomes occur between individuals who are in the moderate-to-high-fit groups. Stated differently, the health benefits of CRF are most evident in the low end of the CRF spectrum. Most often studies have categorized subjects by quintiles, but this nonlinear gradient has been observed in studies that expressed the data in a wide range of categories. This finding has been influential for national and international guidelines on PA and health, in that relatively small improvements in CRF have a major impact on health outcomes, particularly among low-fit individuals. Because PA plays a significant contributory role in enhancing CRF, modest amounts of PA that might lead to improved CRF among the most unfit individuals potentially have the greatest impact on public health. The widely recognized recommendation that all adults should perform a minimum of 150 minutes of moderate intensity PA per week or 75 minutes of vigorous intensity PA per week has been shown to be useful in predicting outcomes in the perioperative evaluation of patients undergoing bypass surgery, abdominal aortic aneurysm repair, bariatric surgery, and other surgical interventions. Higher CRF predicts lower mortality and lower rates of frailty and reliance on healthcare services at all age levels. There is direct and growing evidence that an improvement in CRF over time has a considerable effect on lowering mortality. These studies have promoted calls for the assessment of CRF more routinely for a broad range of conditions. Low CRF is a poorly appreciated factor that is modifiable without reliance on further diagnostic or costly therapeutic interventions. Simple adherence to some basic and widely available evidence-based tenets on PA will improve CRF in most individuals. To optimize the value and usefulness of CRF, there is a need to have standards to clearly define levels of CRF that are associated with poor health outcomes for the entire US population.

The value of CRF in estimating risk has reinvigorated the clinical value of exercise testing, which has been used less frequently in recent years in favor of more technological diagnostic imaging procedures. In addition to being a strong predictor of mortality in both asymptomatic and clinically referred populations, CRF level has been shown to be useful in predicting outcomes in the perioperative evaluation of patients undergoing bypass surgery, abdominal aortic aneurysm repair, bariatric surgery, and other surgical interventions. Higher CRF predicts lower mortality and lower rates of frailty and reliance on healthcare services at all age levels. There is direct and growing evidence that an improvement in CRF over time has a considerable effect on lowering mortality. These studies have promoted calls for the assessment of CRF more routinely for a broad range of conditions. Low CRF is a poorly appreciated factor that is modifiable without reliance on further diagnostic or costly therapeutic interventions. Simple adherence to some basic and widely available evidence-based tenets on PA will improve CRF in most individuals. To optimize the value and usefulness of CRF, there is a need to have standards to clearly define levels of CRF that are associated with poor health outcomes for the entire US population.

PF Versus PA Assessment

Although levels of both PA and CRF are inversely associated with risk of CVD, there are many important differences between these measures both in terms of assessment and in terms of association with CVD and prognosis. PA is a behavior that when performed with regularity and requisite quality results in improvement or maintenance of PF. This has been well documented in numerous cross-sectional studies that have reported a direct association between the amount of regular PA and level of CRF, as well as the many exercise training trials that have definitively shown that increasing the amount (volume) of weekly PA or the quality (intensity) of PA improves CRF. However, there are many other factors that contribute to CRF level other than PA. For example, men have higher levels of CRF than women, CRF decreases with age, and non-Hispanic whites have been reported to have higher CRF levels than non-Hispanic blacks. CRF also has a strong genetic contribution, which is important in terms of baseline CRF...
level and the magnitude of the training response to a given level of PA.74–76

The concept that CRF represents more than PA habits alone has been supported by a series of outstanding reports of studies that used rats bred for either low or high running capacity (ie, low or high CRF). Koch, Britton, and colleagues reported low-fit rats to have higher blood pressures, visceral adiposity, fasting glucose, insulin, triglycerides, and free fatty acids levels. In contrast, rats with high CRF had considerably higher levels of maximal oxygen consumption (V̇O₂max), skeletal muscle oxidative enzyme capacity, and proteins such as peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-γ coactivator 1-α (PGC-1α), known to be integral to mitochondrial content and function.74–76 The authors suggested that these “observations support the notion that impaired regulation of oxidative pathways in mitochondria may be the common factor linking reduced total-body CRF to CV and metabolic risk.” Collectively, animal and human data suggest that CRF is a reflection of overall physiological health and function, especially the cardiovascular system. As a result, it should come as no surprise that CRF is a powerful predictor of premature morbidity and mortality, because poor CRF may represent the early physiological manifestation of these conditions. Thus, although CRF is related to PA, it clearly has a strong physiological basis.

PA assessment is commonly performed by relatively simple and inexpensive self-report instruments, which unfortunately are prone to considerable measurement error.77 In addition, there are multiple PA variables (energy expenditure, different intensity levels, etc), with each representing a different behavior, which leaves the clinical importance of each measure subject to debate. Conversely, quantification of CRF has substantially lower measurement error and is highly reproducible. In addition, CRF can be measured directly and accurately as level of V̇O₂ (typically expressed in mL O₂·kg−1·min−1) achieved, which has direct clinical utility as noted above. The most important difference between CRF and PA is seen in the magnitude of CVD benefit across exposure categories. When CRF and PA are compared directly, the prognostic outlook across levels of the former are steeper than those observed across levels of the latter (Figure). Thus, CRF provides a more clinically meaningful prognostic measure than PA.

Proposed Plan to Develop a National CRF Registry

Goals of the Registry

There is a compelling need for a better understanding of normative CRF levels in the US population. To address this issue, this policy article proposes the development of a national CRF registry that would have 5 major goals:

1. The registry will determine normative adult CRF levels, via direct V̇O₂ measurement, in groups subdivided by age, sex, and body composition in a large and representative sample of the US population. CRF levels are known to decline with aging, and this is mediated in part by a decreasing peak heart rate associated with the aging process.78 CRF levels are also lower in women than in men, and this is mediated in part by lower hemoglobin concentrations, smaller heart sizes, and lower stroke volume. CRF levels are also generally higher in individuals with greater lean body mass and with a greater proportion of slow-twitch muscle fibers. As the population becomes increasingly older and because the prevalence of overweight/obese has increased, understanding CRF norms in age, sex, and body composition subgroups will become increasingly important. With greater understanding of norms by age, sex, and body composition, we can begin separating anticipated subgroup-related differences in CRF levels from those related to disease.

2. The registry will help determine normative CRF levels based on other demographics such as race and socioeconomic status. Minorities and individuals of low socioeconomic status have been inadequately represented in previous investigations assessing CRF levels. It remains unclear whether there are race/ethnicity-related differences in normative CRF levels.72,73 Also, disparities in the prevalence of CVD exist across race and socioeconomic strata, and these disparities may be mediated by disparities in CRF levels. As a result, greater understanding of normative CRF levels may have important implications for reducing disparities in cardiovascular health and disease across race and socioeconomic strata.

3. The registry will help define norms for CRF levels across strata of PA levels. Although PA is intimately linked to CRF, and both are important and related parameters in...
 cardiovascular health and disease, as noted above, they do not completely share the same pathways to health and disease and have independent contributions to health outcomes. Indeed, there is considerable variability in an individual’s response to standardized and equivalent exercise training programs.79 Thus, the same amount of PA can lead to different levels of CRF, which is potentially mediated by differences in genetics and varied environmental modulators. In addition, although CRF is an index of PA in apparently healthy individuals, it may also be affected by subclinical disease. With greater understanding of normative CRF values by PA strata, the associations between these measures of PF will become better understood, leading to improved strategies for exercise prescription on a population level.

4. The registry will help determine normative values of many other non-CRF physiological parameters obtained from cardiopulmonary exercise testing (CPX). Physiological parameters such as exercise blood pressure and heart rate recovery have been shown to provide added prognostic information to CRF levels.69 It is possible that other measures routinely assessed during exercise tests could likewise provide additional prognostic information.80 In addition, normative standards for estimations of CRF via predicted METs can also be performed and compared with directly measured \( V\text{\textsubscript{o2}} \) data, via ventilatory expired gas, at peak/maximal exercise. Previously published regression formulas can be revised to provide more accurate estimations of CRF. Many of these existing regression formulas for prediction of CRF were derived from specific treadmill or cycle ergometer protocols. There is a need for regression formulas that account for the diversity of testing protocols used in practice. Although the protocol is of importance in determining CRF levels, it is of less importance when metabolic testing is available for direct measurement of CRF.69 Understanding the normative values for these physiological parameters will have important implications in the interpretation of non-CRF exercise testing parameters.

5. This registry will help serve as a tracking device for CRF levels in the US population, complementing present PA surveillance systems, which lack robustness. NHANES uses estimations of CRF as opposed to direct measurements of CRF. As more public health campaigns are introduced to promote PA and CRF, surveillance programs such as these will provide a metric of their effectiveness. Moreover, surveillance programs will identify worrisome trends in the general population and high-risk subgroups that may prompt action by policy makers on this important factor in cardiovascular health and disease.

Phase I: Establishment of the CRF Registry

Phase I of the development of the CRF registry should be able to be accomplished in 1 year. This will begin with the establishment of an advisory board (AB). The members of the AB will conduct both the development and ongoing operation of the CRF registry. The AB would be composed of ~10 experts from the fields of CVD, pulmonology, public health, and exercise physiology from academic institutions/medical centers that routinely measure CRF for clinical and/or research applications. At least 1 AB member will also have previous experience with secondary database management. The AB would meet annually at an annual scientific conference, such as the AHA Scientific Sessions, and at least quarterly by conference call to provide necessary support to these initial objectives. The roles of the AB would initially be the following:

1. To establish a CRF registry office.
2. To define inclusion and exclusion criteria for the registry.
3. To determine the specific variables to be included in the registry, with regard to both the descriptive characteristics of the individuals and the CPX variables to be included (including both peak and submaximal exercise measures). If data are available, participating centers will also be encouraged to enter adverse event data (ie, hospitalizations and deaths). An initial list of proposed variables that will be collected is presented in the Table. Please note that this proposed list may expand or retract after the AB is established and phase I of this project is implemented.
4. To develop and oversee data use agreements for participating centers.
5. To develop criteria for validation of centers that will be contributing to the registry and the procedures necessary to ensure strict quality control over data submission and inclusion.
6. To develop procedures for data input, storage, and backup.
7. To recruit 5 to 10 well-established centers, experienced in CPX, in which databases already exist, to provide an appropriate geographic representation of the United States that would include a reasonably diverse set of individuals (eg, with respect to age, sex, CRF levels, ethnicity, and health history). Each of the centers will be responsible for completing data use agreements with the CRF registry, obtaining local institutional review board approval for registry participation, deidentifying data before registry upload, and ensuring compliance with Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). Documentation of institutional review board approval and HIPAA compliance will be sent to the AB.
8. To provide preliminary assessment of data (ie, means, ranges, and variability), scan for database entry errors (both manually and by use of smart-check software applications), and initiate/edit publications generated from the CRF registry.

The data necessary for this CRF registry already exist, and, as such, we anticipate each of the phase I centers will be able to contribute >10,000 test files. However, the necessary coordination and management of a pooled national database are currently lacking.

Phase II: Expansion of the CRF Registry

Phase II will focus on expansion, primarily developing and implementing processes for other centers to contribute data to the CRF registry and establishing a CPX core laboratory. For the database to grow and capture an even greater representative sample of the US population, other centers across the country will be solicited via an advertised call for data in journals of the AHA. It is the opinion of this writing group that a 2-phased approach, as opposed to an open call for all
Table. Initial Proposed List of Baseline, CPX, and Outcome Variables That Will Be Collected for the Registry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline characteristics</td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Allows for key exercise variables to be analyzed in the context of unique subgroup characteristics; further refining the ability to describe and analyze fitness characteristics of the US population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Height and weight – BMI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CVD risk factors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comorbidities/diagnoses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resting heart rate and blood pressure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geographic location</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Race/ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical activity profile</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPX variables</td>
<td>Peak $V_O_2$</td>
<td>Primary CPX variable used to characterize aerobic capacity trends in the US population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$V_O_2$ at VT</td>
<td>Allows for characterization of sustainable aerobic tolerance in relation to functional activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peak RER</td>
<td>Allows for confirmation of adequate exercise effort during CPX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$V_t/VCO_2$ slope</td>
<td>Allows for assessment of ventilatory efficiency, possibly providing for further refinement of definition of the normal response to aerobic exercise and establishment of normative values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rest and exercise $P_{ETCO_2}$</td>
<td>Allows for assessment of ventilatory efficiency, possibly providing for further refinement of definition of the normal response to aerobic exercise and establishment of normative values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heart rate and blood pressure response during exercise and recovery</td>
<td>Provides for further refinement of definition of the normal response to aerobic exercise and establishment of normative values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exercise test protocol, test time, and peak workload obtained</td>
<td>Allows comparison to estimate MET levels and to refine prediction equations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$V_t$, RR, $V_t$</td>
<td>Allows for characterization of ventilatory response to exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RPE</td>
<td>Allows for characterization of perception of effort during exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ECG response to exercise</td>
<td>Allows for determination of the frequency and type of ECG abnormalities during CPX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes data</td>
<td>Adverse events during CPX</td>
<td>Allows for characterization of the safety of CPX and identification of variables/ characteristics that indicate increased risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hospitalization and mortality</td>
<td>Allows for ability to further examine the prognostic characteristics of CPX variables</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CPX indicates cardiopulmonary exercise test; BMI, body mass index; CVD, cardiovascular disease; $V_O_2$, oxygen consumption; VT, ventilatory threshold; RER, respiratory exchange ratio; $V_t/VCO_2$, minute ventilation/carbon dioxide production; $P_{ETCO_2}$, partial pressure of end-tidal carbon dioxide production; MET, metabolic equivalent; RR, respiratory rate; $V_t$, tidal volume; RPE, rating of perceived exertion; and ECG, electrocardiogram.

interested facilities to participate during phase I, is essential to initially establish a rigorous, high-quality data collection process. Such an approach will ultimately serve to improve the reliability, validity, and clinical applicability of the data collected.

The criteria for data inclusion and procedures for submission used in phase I will be revised as necessary to facilitate expansion of the database. We envision procedures/requirements for additional centers to provide data to the CRF registry may include the following: (1) Facilities that are interesting in sharing their data would be asked to initially submit background information and answer a series of standardized questions about their data collection procedures and complete a data reliability assessment with the CPX core laboratory. (2) The CRF registry AB would review the application packet and would determine whether the data are acceptable for inclusion in the registry. (3) Once a facility is approved to upload their data to the CRF registry, a core guidance document will be provided. This document will enable the new registry sites to directly upload data in a manner consistent with the established protocol. Through this process, data entry errors can be avoided. Within this guidance document, there will be an established glossary of terms and a data dictionary. To aggregate data from different laboratories or clinics to facilitate analysis, data must be captured and collected in a standardized manner. Additionally, a coding system will be developed to document acceptable variation in data collection (eg, protocol, metabolic measurement system). Thus, the use of common data elements will facilitate the standardization of data collection and allow for harmonization, sharing, and exchange of information within registry contributors. The CRF registry office will establish a minimal set of common data elements that will be required from any participating facility. Additionally, a system of checks, to be completed by the new registry site, must be established to ensure data validation (ie, normal ranges). Approved registry sites will have also have access to phone and Internet support if questions arise or guidance is needed as the data are being prepared for submission. (4) Once an approved registry site has prepared its deidentified data for submission and documentation of institutional
review board approval and HIPAA compliance has been sent to the AB, a process will be in place to have the data uploaded through a secure server with an emailed password. (5) After successful submission, the data will be inspected by the CPX core laboratory before being added to the main CRF registry.

Data ultimately included in the CRF registry will be stored electronically in a secure database managed by the CRF registry office as directed by the CRF registry AB. The overall data will be accessible by all registry contributors in the form of tables and downloadable spreadsheets. No patient identifiers will be stored within the CRF registry data.

The writing group considers it likely that the CRF registry data will eventually be publically accessible to approved researchers. Ultimately, the goal of any such data registry is to facilitate communication, assist in ongoing research, and provide data to clinical researchers on a larger scale than any individual researcher or research team can establish alone. Any research group wishing to use collective data will have to submit a formal written request to the CRF registry AB for review. A standardized written application process for data analysis will be established by the CRF registry AB.

**Potential Immediate Utility of the CRF Registry**

The writing group anticipates that once established, the CRF registry would provide immediate value on a number of fronts. As mentioned previously, a registry that captures CRF patterns on a national level is not currently available in the United States. Therefore, once the CRF registry is established, reporting CRF means according to age, sex, body composition, geographic location, and race/ethnicity, among other variables, will be the first priority and viewed as an objective that can be accomplished rapidly. The AHA publishes CVD and stroke statistical updates on a yearly basis, incorporating data on PA patterns from NHANES.6 Once established, CRF registry data could likewise be incorporated into the annual AHA statistical update, providing the clinical and research communities, as well as policy makers and the general public, with important information about CRF and related clinical measures in the US population. This would include a more thorough ability to study population changes in CRF over longer time periods than is currently possible.61 Given that strong data already exist to demonstrate that CRF is a more potent measure of health and prognosis than PA patterns,77 the inclusion of the former measure in the AHA CVD and stroke statistical update would be considered a highly valuable and immediate benefit of this CRF registry. As specific examples, normative CRF data generated from the registry can immediately be used by the following groups: (1) Worksites for their health promotion initiatives; (2) clinical sites currently performing CPX, to accurately interpret patients’ CRF; and (3) groups responsible for public health policy initiatives to raise population awareness regarding the importance of improving CRF.

Currently, normative CRF data are either reported as a percentile range (eg, 10th to 90th percentile)60 or are based on a specific percent-predicted value using one of several available prediction equations.82,83 Currently available prediction equations were developed for the most part with the use of relatively small data sets and have a limited number of predictor variables. Thus, an additional and immediate potential utility of the proposed CRF registry is to explore the development of new CRF regression equations derived from a large and diverse cohort, which would allow for the assessment of a significantly greater number of potential predictor variables. The rapid development and dissemination of this type of regression equation would obviously have immediate applicability in the clinical, research, and public health arenas.

**Use of the Proposed CRF Registry for Future Research and Policy Initiatives**

We anticipate that the proposed CRF registry, once established, will immediately create the ability to address clinically relevant research questions and provide much needed information on CRF patterns to the public health arena. Moreover, once the proposed adult CRF registry is established, the expectation of this writing group is that it will serve as a catalyst for new research endeavors and public policy initiatives. Several proposed directions for future endeavors are described below.

Arena et al69 present compelling evidence supporting the concept of CRF as a vital sign in clinical practice. Although not commonly performed, there is a growing body of evidence that aerobic exercise testing needs to be extended as a primary prevention assessment.8,31,84,85 Kodama et al4 suggest that future research needs to further develop a CVD prediction algorithm that includes CRF parameters, and they suggest that physicians could incorporate CRF assessments in the risk factor profiles of their patients in clinical settings. Such assessment would not necessarily need to be conducted by physicians. Previous research has demonstrated appropriately trained nonphysician health professionals, with physician proximity, can conduct the CRF assessment in a safe and effective manner.4,97 Research to gauge the value of CRF assessment in the primary care setting is needed to determine whether population-level fitness screening has a measurable impact that influences policy makers. Additionally, future research will need to address the cost-benefit ratio of this type of screening. The proposed CRF registry can be a valuable resource in this area of research by providing a comprehensive resource of CRF values representative of the entire US population.

The hope of this writing group is that the adult CRF registry we are proposing herein will also serve as a template for the development of a pediatric CRF registry in the future. Although the National Association for Sport and Physical Education recommends that schools should require daily physical education for students in kindergarten through 12th grade, only 33.3% of students attend physical education classes in schools.88 Moreover, the proportion of students who met activity recommendations of ≥60 minutes of PA on ≥5 days of the week was 37% nationally and declined from 9th to 12th grade, and at each grade level, the proportion was higher in boys than in girls.88 These declines in PA are likely paralleled by reductions in CRF in the pediatric US population. Furthermore, directly measured CRF likely provides more accurate health information than self-reported PA in children.

Another potential endeavor for the proposed CRF registry is expansion of national surveillance of CRF in all Americans. The Department of Health and Human Services is viewed as a key partner in this effort. The mission of the Department of Health and Human Services is to protect the health of
and provide essential health services to all Americans. The Department of Health and Human Services is already responsible for funding and conducting numerous surveillance efforts and is thus in a position to bring together stakeholders from both the public and private sectors. Therefore, the Department of Health and Human Services, and specifically the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, is viewed as a key partner for the expansion of the national surveillance of CRF in all Americans. It will be essential to select fitness surveillance indicators and develop data sets for surveillance sources that can be made broadly accessible to a variety of users, such as public health agencies, health systems, researchers, and policy makers. There is a great potential for the use of electronic health records as a source of surveillance information. The proposed CRF registry may help to facilitate new Department of Health and Human Services initiatives centered on CRF.

Improved population health is the ultimate goal of surveillance; thus, risk factors, including CRF, need to be tracked with an increased emphasis on data from individuals of diverse races and ethnicities. Physical inactivity is disproportionately prevalent in non-Hispanic blacks, Hispanics/Latinos, American Indians, and Pacific Islanders compared with non-Hispanic whites. The inability of current models, which lack CRF data, to explain ethnic and racial disparities in CVD underscores the need for heightened efforts to examine the novel biobehavioral and environmental factors that contribute to adverse outcomes in these subgroups. Additional research is essential to determine effective methods for reaching underserved populations and optimize fitness interventions for individuals of diverse races, ages, ethnicities, and socioeconomic statuses. Concerted efforts at the national and local policy levels are needed, including development of the necessary linkages among diverse sources of data and of methods to use data in a dynamic manner to affect public health policy decisions. A national CRF registry that sufficiently captures diverse races and ethnicities would help further analyze CRF disparities and assist in shaping future healthcare initiatives directed at improving CRF in the most unfit populations.

Finally, it is clear that the importance of CRF to health and longevity is not unique to the US population. The proposed national CRF registry for the United States may be used as a foundation to ultimately create an international CRF registry in the near future. An international collaboration of this nature could have significant implications for how health is quantified and addressed on a global scale.

Conclusions

The incidence and prevalence of CVD, as well as its associated direct and indirect healthcare costs, justify the significant ongoing efforts directed toward preventing, identifying, and treating this condition. Guidelines and recommendations for traditional CVD risk factors are widely available, as are clinically relevant threshold values for hypertension, cholesterol and its subfractions, overweight/obesity, and impaired fasting glucose. Although the body of evidence that demonstrates that increasing the level of CRF significantly reduces the risk of CVD and dramatically improves prognosis is overwhelming, national surveillance data, guidelines, and recommendations similar to those available for the aforementioned traditional CVD risk factors do not currently exist for this important health metric. Although CRF is often interpreted via normative values reported by the Cooper Institute on a selected, relatively small (~45,000 men and ~15,000 women) homogeneous “membership,” there are numerous limitations in extrapolating these estimated CRF data, based on the attained treadmill speed, grade, and duration, to a regionally, racially, ethnically, and socioeconomically diverse US population of varied body habitus. The development of a national CRF registry that uses directly measured VO2 during exercise testing varied body habitus. The development of a national CRF registry for the United States may be used as a foundation to ultimately create an international CRF registry in the near future. An international collaboration of this nature is essential to the establishment of valid normative values for the population, which can be used in the research, clinical, and policy arenas to advance our understanding of the clearly important role that PF and CRF play in assessing health status.
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